Parking Bus Movement

- **Tuesday, 23 May:** Parking for Alumni Review is at Buffalo Soldier Field
- **Wed., 24 May & Thurs., 25 May** Reception shuttles:
  - Buffalo Soldier Field to A-Lot to Q100/Thayer Statue Noon-6 p.m.
  - Handicapped bus will be available
- **Friday, 26 May:**
  - CPA Pass restrictions in effect to facilitate work force parking; minimal contractors
  - Buffalo Soldier Field (BSF) available for work staff and parade guests
  - Buffalo Soldier Field grass used to park Grad Parade guests; shuttle available from BSF to the Plain
  - Parking spaces in Clinton Lot allocated for Handicap and Protocol Parking
  - Thayer Roof allocated for cadet mess workers, staff, and some Protocol
- **Shuttle Buses:**
  - Handicapped buses will be available
    - Graduation Parade (8 a.m.-2 p.m.): BSF- Parade Field (Clinton Lot)
    - Pre-Banquet (3:30-6:30 p.m.): BSF to Ike/Cadet Mess
    - Post-Grad Banquet (5:45-10 p.m.): Cadet Mess to BSF 7:30-10 p.m.
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Parking Bus Movement con’t

Saturday, 27 May (Graduation Day):

- Parking:
- Cadet Guests: [Thayer and Stony Gates] BSF Hardstand & Grass, Thayer Rd., Clinton Lot and general parking lots above the stadium: Lots AAA, C, D, E and H
- Handicapped/ADA: F-Lot
- PROTOCOL: Thayer Roof and Upper A-Lot.
- MEDIA: J-Lot
- Cadet Mess Workers/Staff/Faculty: Thayer Roof
- Shuttle Buses (Pre-ceremony):
  - Green Route: shuttles available from BSF to South of Foley for entry at Gates 6 & 7
  - Blue Route: shuttles from Clinton to K-Lot to WPMS, Keller, USMAPS to stadium A-Lot
  - Red Route: shuttles from PX Lot to Stadium A-Lot circuit
  - Brown Route: North Dock to Starbucks K-Lot circuit
  - Purple Handicap Route: Stadium F-Lot to Stadium Gates circuit
- Shuttle Buses (Post Ceremony):
  - Green Route: shuttles available from Gates 1, 2 & 3 South to BSF and Central Area
  - Blue Route: shuttles from Stadium A-Lot to K-Lot to WPMS, Keller, USMAPS
  - Red Route: shuttles from Stadium A-Lot to PX H-Lot circuit
  - Brown Route: Starbucks K-Lot to North Dock (can walk to Central Area)
  - Purple Handicap Route: F-Lot to Stadium circuit